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Micromechanical Simulation of
Dynamic Fracture Using the
Cohesive Finite Element Method
Dynamic fracture in two-phase Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic composite microstructures is an
lyzed explicitly using a cohesive finite element method (CFEM). This framework a
the effects of microstructural heterogeneity, phase morphology, phase distribution
size scale to be quantified. The analyses consider arbitrary microstructural phase
phologies and entail explicit tracking of crack growth and arbitrary fracture patterns. T
approach involves the use of CFEM models that integrate cohesive surfaces alon
finite element boundaries as an intrinsic part of the material description. This appro
obviates the need for any specific fracture criteria and assigns models the capabil
predicting fracture paths and fracture patterns. Calculations are carried out using id
ized phase morphologies as well as real phase morphologies in actual material m
structures. Issues analyzed include the influence of microstructural morphology o
fracture behavior, the influence of phase size on fracture resistance, the effect of
phase bonding strength on failure, and the effect of loading rate on fracture.
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1 Introduction
Macroscale continuum theories are useful for the prediction

the average response of heterogeneous material systems. To
lyze and characterize the effects of underlying microstructural
erogeneity, phase morphology, and phase distribution on mat
behavior, a framework that recognizes the heterogeneous natu
microscale material microstructures is needed. This framew
should allow different length scales in microstructures to be r
resented. In addition, it should also allow the consideration
different deformation and failure mechanisms. For brittle mate
als such as glasses, ceramics, and hard composites, the pr
failure mechanism is crack and microcrack development. Ana
ses at the micro and nano-size scales, therefore, require two
portant considerations. The first one is the explicit representa
and account of micro or nano-material structures. The secon
the explicit tracking of failure processes in the form of crac
microcrack initiation, growth, and coalescence. The cohesive
nite element method~CFEM! is ideally suited for this task as i
allows both objectives to be achieved. In this research, we u
CFEM model based on the framework developed by Tomar e
@1# to carry out characterization and quantification of the failu
behavior of two-phase Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic composites with a
range of microstructural characteristics.

The CFEM has been used to study a wide variety of issu
including void nucleation~cf. Needleman@2#, Tvergaard@3#, and
Shabrov and Needleman@4#!, quasi-static crack growth~cf.
Needleman@5–6# and Tvergaard and Hutchinson@7#!, dynamic
fracture~cf. Xu and Needleman@8#, Pandolfi et al.@9#, and Ruiz
et al. @10#!, interfacial fracture~cf. Xu and Needleman@11–12#,
Siegmund and Needleman@13# and Rosakis et al.@14#!, dynamic
fragmentation~cf. Camacho and Ortiz@15#, Miller et al. @16#, and
Espinosa et al.@17–18#!, dynamic fracture in heterogeneous m
terials~cf. Zhai and Zhou@19–20#!, impact induced delamination
in composites~cf. Geubelle and Baylor@21#, Minnaar and Zhou
@22–23#, Espinosa et al.@24#, Zou et al. @25# and Xuan et al.
@26#!, fracture in polymers, ductile tearing, viscoelastic fractu
~cf. Rahul-Kumar et al.@27–29# and Roychowdhury et al.@30#!,
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response of ceramics under multi-axial loading~cf. Zavattieri
et al.@31#!, simulation of ductile fracture~cf. Scheider and Brocks
@32#, Gomez and Elices@33# and Yuan and Chen@34#!, simulation
of crack growth in functionally graded materials~cf. Jin et al.
@35#!, and crack propagation in quasi-brittle materials like co
crete~cf. Carpinteri et al.@36#!. These investigations have resulte
in better understanding of fracture processes. However, exp
analyses of fracture in heterogeneous material systems
not been carried out extensively. Additionally, the effect of und
lying microstructural heterogeneity, phase morphology and ph
distribution on dynamic fracture has not been systematic
delineated.

There are two approaches to analyze fracture using CF
when crack path is not known in advance. One is to insert
cohesive elements into the model as fracture develops~cf., e.g.,
Pandolfi et al.@37#, Yu @38#, Pandolfi and Ortiz@39#!. This ap-
proach avoids the issue of cohesive-surface-induced stiffnes
duction of the overall model if the traction-separation relation h
finite initial stiffness. However, it requires the use of specific fra
ture initiation criteria that are extrinsic to the overall finite eleme
model. In addition, it is computationally intensive since it i
volves adaptive meshing to resolve stresses at the tip of an
vancing crack. The other approach is to embed cohesive surf
along all finite element boundaries as part of the physical mo
~cf., e.g., Xu and Needleman@8#, Zhai and Zhou@19–20#!. The
additional discretization allows the cohesive surfaces to perm
the whole microstructure as an intrinsic part of the material ch
acterization. This form of CFEM obviates the need for fractu
initiation and propagation criteria in numerical models. Anoth
perspective is that the fracture criteria are effectively integra
into the model as part of the cohesive relation. This CFEM
proach faces the issue of cohesive-surface-induced stiffness re
tion of the model if a cohesive relation with a finite initial stiffnes
is used. However, this issue can be addressed by careful choi
cohesive surface stiffness and finite element size, cf. Tomar e
@1#. The approach of Xu and Needleman@8# is used in this paper.
This choice is based on several considerations. First, it allow
to consider complicated multiple phase microstructures and
keep the analysis intractable. Second, recent nanoscale sim
tions of interfacial separation have provided evidence suppor
the use of cohesive laws with finite initial stiffness, cf. Spea
et al. @40#. Recent asymptotic analyses of mode-I fracture

: M.
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Nguyen and Ortiz@45# also suggest the physical basis of tractio
separation relations with finite initial stiffness. The initial slope
the cohesive law may have to do with the micro-cracking beha
in solids, cf. Prado and van Mier@43# and Sorensen and Jacobs
@44#. Third, analyses have also shown that cohesive relations
infinite initial stiffness may not allow resolution of certain crac
branching behavior, cf. Falk et al.@41#. Recently, it has been
found that initially rigid laws may be associated with patholog
in the forms of division by zero~due to the initial infinite slope!
and nonconvergence in time~due to discontinuities in the traction
separation relation!, cf. Papoulia and Vavasis@42#.

For CFEM models with intrinsically embedded cohesive s
faces, a upper bound and a lower bound on element size mu
observed, cf. Falk et al.@41# and Klein et al.@46#. Specifically, the
element size must be small enough to accurately resolve the s
distribution inside the cohesive zones at crack tips. On the o
hand, the cohesive surface contribution to stiffness reduction m
be small, imposing a lower bound on the size of the eleme
Tomar et al.@1# have carried out detailed analyses of this issue
meshes with ‘‘cross-triangle’’ elements arranged in a quadrilat
pattern. Calculations in the current paper are carried out within
limits set therein.

Our analyses here focus on intergranular and intragranular f
ture processes in multi-phase microstructures. To characteriz
effect of microstructure of a two-phase Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic com-
posite system on its failure resistance, we consider actual mi
graphs and hypothetical phase morphologies. The bilinear c
sive law used contains an internal state variable to account
irreversible separation processes. To track complex cra
microcrack patterns, arbitrary crack paths, and crack branch
cohesive surfaces are specified along all finite element bound
as an intrinsic part of the finite element model. All cohesive s
faces serve as potential crack paths in the microstructure, th
fore, fracture inside each microstructural phase and along in
phase boundaries can be explicitly resolved.

The framework of analysis allows quantitative results fro
simulations to be used to delineate factors influencing the fai
of the materials analyzed. The information obtained is useful
the microstructural engineering of actual materials. T
Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic composites used in this research have b
developed by Logan@47#. These composites have a wide range
micro and nano phase sizes and phase morphologies. The diff
microstructures are derived from a range of processing condit
through either self-propagating high temperature synthesis~SHS!
or manual mixing~MM ! of constituent powders followed by dy
namic hot pressing. These materials possess superior wear
tance, high strength, high thermal conductivity, and excellent a
thetic appearance. They have shown a wide range of frac
toughness values some of which are higher than those of
constituents produced separately in bulk. The numerical sim
tions here will help the identification of microstructural charact
istics that significantly influence the behavior of these materi
Although, this analysis concerns one particular material syst
the CFEM framework as a tool for explicit microstructural failu
analysis is applicable to other material systems as well.

Table 1 Constitutive parameters for bulk and cohesive sur-
faces

Compound
Density
~kg/m3!

KIC
MpaAm

E
~GPa! n

Tmax
~GPa!

Dnc , D tc
~nm!

F0
~J/m2!

Al2O3 3990 4.0 340 0.23 0.5 100 25
TiB2 4520 7.2 500 0.12 1.0 100 50
Homogenized
Al2O3 /TiB2
Composite

4120 3.6 415 0.15 0.65 100 32.5

Al2O3 /TiB2
Interface

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 0.5 100 25
180 Õ Vol. 126, APRIL 2004
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2 Cohesive Model
In the cohesive model used, the tractionT applied on material

pointsP andP8 coinciding at and occupying positionx on cohe-
sive surfaceS0 in the reference configuration is work-conjugate
surface separationD. Reckoned in the reference configuration, t
cohesive law is

T~x!5T@D~x!# (1)

and the work of separation under this traction at any stage
deformation is~Ortiz and Pandolfi@48#!,

Wsep5E
S0

E
0

D

T~x!•dDdS (2)

Implied here is the assumption that cohesive traction-separa
relations are locally determined, i.e., the cohesive traction at
point is fully determined by the separation at the point itself.
review of various types of cohesive laws is given by, e.g., S
and Chandra@49#. We describe here, the bilinear model used
our analyses.

The bilinear law used can be regarded as a generalized ve
of those given by Tvergaard and Hutchinson@7# and Ortiz and
Pandolfi@48#. However as in Espinosa et al.@24#, we have addi-
tional parameters to account for the finite initial stiffness of t
cohesive surfaces and the irreversibility of separation with da
age. This law is derived from a potentialF which is a function of
separation vectorD through a state variable defined asl
5A(Dn /Dnc)

21(D t /D tc)
2. This variable describes the effectiv

instantaneous state of mixed-mode separations. Here,Dn5n"D
andD t5t"D denote, respectively, the normal and tangential co
ponents ofD, with n and t being unit vectors normal and tange
to S0 respectively.Dnc is the critical normal separation at whic
the cohesive strength of an interface vanishes under condition
pure normal deformation (D t50). Similarly, D tc is the critical
tangential separation at which the cohesive strength of an in
face vanishes under conditions of pure shear deformationDn
50). l tracks instantaneous mixed-mode separations during b
loading and unloading. Clearly,l50 corresponds toD50 ~unde-
formed state or fully unloaded state! and l>1 implies complete
separation, i.e., total debonding of the cohesive surface pair.

In order to account for the irreversibility of separations, a p
rameterh5max$h0,lul% is defined. As illustrated in Fig. 1~a!, h0
is the initial value ofh which defines the stiffness of the origina
undamaged cohesive surface andlul is the hitherto maximum
value ofl at which an unloading process was initiated. Note th
lul is associated with the onset of an unloading event and is
necessarily the hitherto maximum value ofl. Obviously,lul rep-
resents the~reduced! current stiffness of the cohesive surfac
after damage and unloading have occurred. Also, one always
h,1. Whileh0 is the characteristic value of effective separationl
at which the effective tractions ~see below! for a cohesive surface
pair reaches the strengthTmax of the undamaged surface,lul is the
critical level of l at which s reaches the reduced streng
Tmax(12h)/(12h0) of the hitherto damaged cohesive surface pa

Fig. 1 Irreversible bilinear cohesive law
Transactions of the ASME
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The specific form for the potential is taken as

F5F~l,h!5H F0S 12h

12h0
D S l2

h D , if 0<l<h

F0S 12h

12h0
D S 12

~12l!2

12h D , if h,l<1

(3)

This relation allows the traction to be defined through

T5
]F

]D
(4)

yielding the normal and shear traction components as

Tn5s~l,h!
Dn

lDnc
and

(5)

Tt5s~l,h!
aD t

lD tc

In the above expressions,a5Dnc /D tc and

s5A~Tn!21~Tt /a!255
S Tmax

12h

12h0
D l

h
, if 0<l<h

S Tmax

12h

12h0
D 12l

12h
, if h,l<1

0, if l.1
(6)

For a surface that has previously been deformed tol5h and has
experienced unloading from this value ofl, the work of separa-
tion for an arbitrary separation process is~see Eqs.~3! and ~4!!

E
0

Dc

T•dD5F~1,h! (7)

where Dc is the critical separation under general mixed mo
conditions at whichs vanishes and by definitionl(Dc)51. In
particular, for pure normal separationsDc5$Dnc,0% and for pure
tangential separationsDc5$0,D tc%. Since the unloading and re
loading along AP~Fig. 1~a!! are fully elastic, the amount of work
required to fully separate a unit surface area from the undama
state is

E
0

Dc

T•dD5F~1,h0!5F0 (8)

This constant can be calibrated through pure normal and p
shear separations, i.e.,

F05E
0

Dnc

TndDn5E
0

h0DncS Tmax

Dn

h0Dnc
DdDn

1E
h0Dnc

Dnc S Tmax

12
Dn

Dnc

12h0

D dDn5E
0

D tc

TtdD t

5E
0

h0D tcS Tmax

aD t

h0D tc
DdD t1E

h0D tc

D tc S aTmax

12
D t

D tc

12h0

D dD t

5
1

2
Tn

maxDnc5
1

2
aTn

maxD tc . (9)

Apparently,Tmax5Tn
max is the maximum cohesive traction und

conditions of pure normal separation.
While the bilinear relationship betweens and l embodied in

the above formulation is illustrated in Fig. 1~a!, the variation ofF
is shown in Fig. 1~b!. Overall, five parameters are needed
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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specify the cohesive behavior, including the maximum tens
strengthTmax, the critical separationsDnc andD tc , characteristic
separationh0 , anda. Equation~6! describes a two-stage behavio
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Between A and B (0<l<h0), separation
occurs elastically and the cohesive energy stored~work done in
causing separation! is fully recoverable. Damage in the form o
microcracks and other small-scale defects does not occur.
tween B and C (h0<l<1), material degradation causes progre
sive reduction in the strength of the cohesive surfaces. This
resents a phenomenological account of the effects of microcra
and other defects not explicitly modeled in the CFEM framewo
Unloading from any point P follows path PA and subsequent
loading follows AP and then PC. Part of the work expended
causing the separation in this regime is irrecoverable, as indic
by the hysteresis loop ABP which implies dissipation during t
softening process. Correspondingly, there is a decrease in
maximum tensile strength of the cohesive surface. This is
flected in the elastic reloading of the interface along AP and f
ther softening along path PC. To correctly account for this beh
ior, it is necessary to record the value oflul . We must point out
that the dependence of the damaged behavior on previous d
mation is very week and limited, only throughh which tracks the
hitherto largest extend of separation from which unloading
occurred. Any other aspect of preceding loading-unloading cyc
does not in any way influence the deformation. This behavio
similar to the Markov chain~c.f., e.g., Lin @50#! in stochastic
analyses.

Since any unloading and reloading~along PA in Fig. 1~a! or
PA8 in Fig. 1~b!! are elastic, the amount of work that has be
dissipated is

Fd~l,h!

55
0, if l<h0

F~h,h0!2F~h,h!5
h2h0

12h0
F0 , if h0,l<h

F~l,h0!2F~l,h!5
l2h0

12h0
F0 , if h,l<1

F0 , if l.1
(10)

Note here thath0,h5max$h0,lul%,1 and thath never attains
the value of 1. The dissipation is uniquely defined andFd(l,h) is
a monotonically increasing function. When full separation
achieved,Fd(1,h)5F0 . Fd is partly converted into the surfac
energy and partly spent on causing damage in the material a
cent to crack surfaces through microcrack formation not explic
modeled. A unique damage parameter can be defined to phen
enologically track the progressive softening of cohesive surfa
interspersed throughout the composite microstructure. This
rameterD is defined such that

D5
Fd

F0
. (11)

Note that 0<D<1, with D50 indicating fully recoverable inter-
facial separation andD51 signifying complete separation or tota
fracture. In the numerical analysis carried out in this paper an
Tomar et al.@1#, D is used as a state variable quantifying t
degree of the damage, providing a phenomenological measur
failure analysis. The spatial and time variation ofD5D(x,t) al-
lows the distribution and evolution of damage in various mic
structures to be analyzed. Finally, it is important to remember
the development in this section is different from the interfac
cohesive laws for fatigue by Nguyen et al.@51#, as reloading here
follows the same path~AP in Fig. 1~a!! as unloading.
APRIL 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 181
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3 Finite Element Discretization
The finite element discretization leads to a system of lin

algebraic equations of the form

M
]2U

]t2
52R, (12)

where,U is the vector of nodal displacements,M is the nodal
mass matrix, andR is the nodal force vector consisting of contr
butions from both the bulk elements and the cohesive surfa
i.e., R5Rb1Rc, whereRb5*VBTsdV and Rc5*Sint

NTTdS de-
note the force vector contributions from bulk elements and co
sive surfaces, respectively. Here,N denotes the finite elemen
shape function andB is the spatial gradient ofN. Krieg and Key
@52# showed that from the point of view of accuracy as well
computational efficiency lumped mass matrix is preferable for
plicit time integration procedures. Therefore, a lumped mass
trix M is used in Eq.~12! instead of the consistent mass matr
The explicit time-integration scheme based on the Newm
b-method withb50 andg50.5 is employed to integrate Eq.~12!,
cf. Belytschko et al.@53#. The displacements and velocities
tn115tn1Dtn are obtained by integrating the equations of moti
using Newmarkb-method as

]2Un11

]t2
5M21R,

]Un11

]t
5

]Un

]t
1

1

2
DtnS ]2Un11

]t2
1

]2Un

]t2 D , and

Un115Un1Dtn

]Un

]t
1

1

2
~Dtn!2

]2Un

]t2
;

6 (13)

where (•)21 denotes the matrix inverse. The time increment
taken to beDt. The magnitude ofDt is based on the Courant
Freidrichs-Lewy criterion and material-related numerical stabi
considerations for explicit time integration.

4 Numerical Calculations
The issues analyzed in the numerical calculations are

a. The influence of microstructural morphology on dynam
fracture in the Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic composite system.

b. The influence of phase size in the microstructures on fr
ture resistance of the materials.

c. The influence of interfacial bonding strength and load
rate on fracture behavior.

d. The correlation between fracture resistance and microst
tural variation.

Two classes of microstructures are considered. The first class
sists of idealized phase distributions with uniform TiB2 particles
embedded in an Al2O3 matrix. The microstructures considered
this case allow the effects of phase arrangement, phase shap
phase size to be systematically analyzed. The second class
sists of digitized microstructures of actual Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic
composites. These microstructures have a range of phase
phology and sizes. Experiments have shown that these compo
have different levels of fracture toughness and microstruc
plays an important role in determining the behavior of these m
terials. In the analysis hereafter, both phases are assumed
hyperelastic. However, the model and the approach are equ
applicable to other constitutive behaviors.

4.1 Problem Analyzed. Computations are carried out for
center-cracked Al2O3 /TiB2 specimen under tensile loading. Th
specimen configuration is shown in Fig. 2. One half of the spe
men is used in the calculations due to symmetry. The whole sp
men has a height of 2W52.0 mm and a width of 2H50.6 mm for
microstructures with idealized phase morphologies and ofW
182 Õ Vol. 126, APRIL 2004
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54.0 mm and 2H50.6 mm for actual microstructures. The leng
of the initial crack is 2ai50.4 mm for both types of specimen
The specimen is stress free and at rest initially. Tensile loadin
applied by imposing symmetric velocity boundary conditio
along the upper and the lower edges of the specimen. Condit
of plain strain are assumed to prevail. The finite element m
used is shown in Fig. 3. The small region in front of the crack
contains very fine mesh in order to resolve the intense stress fi
This region contains one of the microstructures analyzed. T
dimensions for this region are limited by the memory sizes of
Cray T90 and J90 computers used in this work. The particu
dimension for this region is 403500 mm in the case of the rea
micrographs and 803300 mm for the hypothetical phase arrange
ments. These regions are much larger than the length scale
volved in both types of microstructures. Thus, reasonable rep
sentations of the microstructures are achieved. The analy
carried out here are limited only to lengths of crack propagat
within the microstructural regions. Material outside the micr
structure window is assumed to be homogeneous and assi
effective properties representative of those for the Al2O3 /TiB2
ceramic composite~see Table 1!. Both regions are discretized in
the same manner, involving both bulk element and cohesive
face elements. For most of the results discussed here, the imp
boundary velocity isV052 m/s for the top and bottom edges wit
a linear ramp from zero to this maximum velocity in the first 0.0
ms of loading. All other specimen surfaces have traction-fr
boundary conditions. This set of conditions represents the load
of the pre-crack by a tensile wave with a stress amplitude of 1
MPa (rCLV0) and a linear ramp from zero to that value in 0.0
ms. The properties of each segment of a potential fracture sur
are specified according to its location inside the matrix or
the reinforcements or along the matrix/reinforcement interfac
The constituent property values listed in Table 1 are used in
analysis.

Xu and Needleman@8# suggested that the maximum streng
Tmax should be betweenE/1000 andE/200 with E being the

Fig. 2 Specimen configuration for calculations

Fig. 3 Finite element discretization
Transactions of the ASME
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Young’s modulus. In this study,Tmax5E/700 anda51 for each
constituent andF05@(12n2)/E#K IC

2 with K IC being the mode-I
fracture toughness of the material in question. The critical se
rationsDnc andD tc are calculated from Eqs.~8! and~9!. The finite
element mesh used consists of ‘‘cross-triangle’’ elements arran
in a quadrilateral pattern. Additionally,h050.001 and the size o
quadrilaterals in the mesh is taken as 2mm, allowing the solution
convergence criterion in Tomar et al.@1# for this type of CFEM
models to be satisfied. Since interfaces in materials can ha
range of bonding strength values arising from different process
methods, three variations of interfacial bonding strength are
sumed for the real microstructures considered. These three le
are Tmax

interface50.8Tmax
Al2O3, Tmax

interface5Tmax
Al2O3 and Tmax

interface51.2Tmax
Al2O3.

However, for most calculations carried out Tmax
interface5Tmax

Al2O3.

4.2 Idealized Microstructures. For the random microstruc
tures of actual materials, morphological parameters are cou
and their effects can not be easily analyzed independently
delineate the influence of phase attributes such as phase
phase arrangement, phase shapes and phase size distribut
series of idealized microstructures are generated and used i
numerical simulations. These microstructures are shown in Fig
The volume fraction of the TiB2 phase in these microstructures

Fig. 4 Idealized microstructures
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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30%. Variations in the arrangement, size, and shape of the T2
particles are considered. Specifically, four types of particle
rangements~a total of six microstructures! are considered. They
are

a. uniformly distributed circular particles in a square arr
~Fig. 4~a!!

b. uniformly distributed circular particles in staggered arr
~Fig. 4~b!!

c. randomly distributed circular particles~Figs. 4~c,d!!
d. randomly distributed unidirectional elliptical particles~Figs.

4~e,f!!

These microstructures allow the effects of particle arrangem
~A, B, and C!, particle size~C and D!, particle shape~C and E!,
and particle orientation~E and F! to be characterized.

Microstructure A~Fig. 4~a!! consists of a regular array of uni
form particles with a square unit cell. The two axes of symme
~x and y! cause the overall response to be orthotropic. The s
gered particle arrangement in microstructure B~Fig. 4~b!! has a
hexagonal unit cell causing it to be isotropic. Microstructures
and D ~Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!! have randomly distributed circula
particles that differ in size. For microstructures A, B, and C, t
particles have a radius of 5mm, while the particle radius is 10mm
for microstructure D. Nonetheless, the volume fraction of the T2
phase is fixed at 30% for all the microstructures.

The randomly distributed unidirectional elliptical particles~E
and F! give rise to orientation-dependent fracture response.
simplify the analysis, two extreme cases with elliptical reinforc
ments are considered. The long and short axes of the TiB2 par-
ticles are 10mm and 2.5mm, respectively, giving rise to an aspe
ratio of 4. Microstructure E~Fig. 4~e!! is representative of micro-
structures in which elliptical particles with the major axis align
in the direction of the apparent crack path are randomly dist
uted. The area/volume fraction of the particles is the same as
of microstructures A, B, and C. Microstructure F~Fig. 4~f!! has a
similar phase morphology as microstructure E, except that
minor axis of the elliptical particles is aligned in the direction
the apparent crack path. Microstructures E and F allow the ef
of phase orientation on fracture to be analyzed. The characteri
of all microstructures are summarized in Table 2. Numerical sim
lations using the six microstructures allow the delineation of
effect of range of variation in the morphology of microstructur
on the dynamic fracture behavior of Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic com-
posites. In order to account for statistical variations with arran
ment of second phase in microstructures, four different rand
samples~only one is shown here! of each of microstructures C
and D are used simultaneously to carry out multiple calculatio
To illustrate the levels of variation in the results, the time histor
of the apparent crack length~projection of crack length in the
x-direction! for microstructure D is shown in Fig. 5. Significan
variations are seen. The variations of the apparent crack lengt
microstructure D are approximately 30% around the mean va
This indicates that the size, shape and distribution of the parti
greatly affect the degree of variations in behavior, not just
average behavior. In light of this, it is obvious that statistical ch
acterizations of response require a sufficiently large numbe
Table 2 Characterization of idealized Al 2O3 ÕTiB2 microstructures

Microstructure

Arrangement
of

Particles

Dimension
of

Particles
~mm!

Shape
of

Particles

Mean Linear
Intercept
Length in

TiB2

Average Energy
Release Rate
]F/]a (J/m)

A Rectangular a5b55 Circular 7.85 46.2
B Hexagonal a5b55 Circular 7.85 39.3
C Random a5b55 Circular 7.85 36.2
D Random a5b510 Circular 15.7 34.9
E Random a510, b525 Elliptical 15.7 35.1
F Random a525, b510 Elliptical 3.98 50
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samples. Such statistical analyses have to be carried out for
ferent arrangements of phases rather than for random interf
and constitutive properties which give rise to variations for diff
ent reasons. The need for multiple samples for statistical anal
is also partly attributed to the fact that the two phases in
hypothetical microstructures are not fully intermixed. Therefo
possibilities for variations in responses are larger. Relatively sm
numbers of microstructural samples may be sufficient for a ch
acterization in variations if the two phases are more intimat
mixed in a random manner. This is often the case with real
crostructures. It is partly because of this reason that we have
pursued a full statistical variation analysis for the hypotheti
microstructures here. Rather, we will discuss in Sec. 2.3 cha
terization of this effect for microstructures of actual materi
which show more randomly distributed, intimately mixed phas
A combined deterministic and stochastic analysis is carried ou
Tomar and Zhou@54–55#. Here, we focus our discussion on th
first sample of microstructure C~i.e., Cl! and the first sample o
microstructure D~i.e., D1!.

The crack and damage patterns att50.15ms for microstruc-
tures A, B, C1, D1, E, and F are compared in Fig. 6. The ph
boundaries are outlined by solid dark lines for clear visualizat
of the phase morphologies. Contours of the maximum princ
stresssmax for these microstructures are plotted in Fig. 7. T
time histories of the total crack length,(t) ~sum of crack surfaces
generated in~two-dimensions! in the microstructures are shown i
Fig. 8. Note that,(0)50, therefore, crack lengths referred to he
concern new crack surfaces/length generated and do not inc
length of the initial crack. The time histories of the apparent cra
length for all the cases considered so far are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 5 Time histories of crack length in microstructure D

Fig. 6 Damage evolution in microstructures A–F at tÄ0.15 ms
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time histories of overall energy dissipatedfd are plotted in Fig.
10. The energy dissipated is due to the crack surface separ
and microcrack nucleation. It is one measurement of the frac
resistance of materials under the conditions analyzed. The ov
energy dissipatedfd is the sum of cumulative energy dissipated
all the damaged cohesive surfaces, i.e.,fd5*Sd

FddS, whereSd

represents surface area of cohesive surfaces with damage. By
ting fd as a function of the apparent crack lengtha ~see Fig. 11!,
we can readily obtain the average energy release rateḠ
5fd /a) which provides a quantitative measure for the dynam
fracture resistance of the materials~Fig. 12!. To facilitate analysis,

Fig. 7 Stress contours of maximum principle stress smax
„MPa… in microstructures A–F at tÄ0.15 ms

Fig. 8 Time histories of total crack length in idealized micro-
structures

Fig. 9 Time histories of apparent crack length in idealized mi-
crostructures
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 10 Time histories of energy dissipated in idealized micro-
structures

Fig. 11 Energy dissipated as a function of apparent crack
length for idealized microstructures

Fig. 12 Comparison of average energy release rate in the
idealized microstructures
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
the average energy release rate for each microstructure is list
Table 2. This value is calculated for the first 200mm of the ap-
parent crack length. It is noted that it takes different amounts
time for the apparent crack length to reach 200mm in different
microstructures.

4.2.1 Crack Growth and Damage Evolution in the Microstru
tures. Figure 6 shows that the distribution of damage is infl
enced by the material heterogeneity in the microstructures. D
age is more likely to occur along the interfaces and inside
matrix. Clearly, the TiB2 particles represent stronger obstacles
crack propagation due to their higher bulk modulus and cohe
strength. It can be seen that when the crack approaches a pa
it would alter its direction of propagation to circumvent the o
stacle by progressing mainly along the interface. When the T2
particles are not in the immediate path, the crack would propag
horizontally along the direction of the apparent crack path. Aw
from the main crack, microcracks form along the particle/mat
interface and inside the Al2O3 matrix. The formation of micro-
cracks provides opportunities for the main crack to branch. Ho
ever, most of the microcracks arrest shortly after nucleation
do not propagate over a long distance. The crack follows a mic
scopically zigzag path between particle clusters. Neverthel
overall crack propagation is in the horizontal direction. It is cle
that fracture occurs primarily along phase boundaries and in
the matrix. Continuous and favorably oriented interfaces~parallel
to the direction of crack propagation! facilitate crack growth.

The contours of the damage parameter D indicate that diss
tion through microcracking occurs away from the main crac
The patterns also reveal the attempts of the crack to branch o
different directions.

4.2.2 Effects of Phase Arrangement.Figure 6 shows that
crack growth and development in different microstructures exh
similar characteristics while the details of crack path and fract
outcome are highly dependent on the particular microstruct
phase distribution. This observation is clearly seen in Fig. 5
well, where the crack length histories are significantly differe
among the four samples of microstructure D~larger particle size
compared with microstructure C!. Note that the difference is much
smaller among the results for the four samples of microstruc
C. Clearly, the larger particle size in samples of microstructure
provides higher perturbations to crack propagation compared
microstructure C. This causes the fracture process to be sens
to phase arrangement over the length scale studied.

Microstructures A, B and C have the same TiB2 particle diam-
eter of 10mm. In microstructures A and B, the crack tends
circumvent the hard particles and grow along a straight path in
matrix or along interfaces in early stages of propagation, see
6. The crack shows attempts to branch out after propagating f
short distance, as indicated by the contours of the failure par
eter D. In microstructure C, the crack path exhibits significa
fluctuations due to the random distribution of the particles. In
three microstructures, damage and crack branching attempts in
sify in later stages of crack development. This is mainly due to
increasing crack velocity, cf. Johnson@56#. Despite the differ-
ences, the histories of the apparent crack length in microstruct
A and B are similar~Fig. 9!.

Despite the differences in the microstructures, the characte
tics of the stress fields over the long-range are similar~Fig. 7!.
However, the details over the short range in the vicinity of t
crack tip are significantly different. Obviously, the differences o
cur over a similar length scale as that for the microstructural h
erogeneities.

The time histories of energy dissipated for the idealized mic
structures are shown in Fig. 10. The dissipation rate is lower
tially and accelerates throughout the deformation. The energy
sipated is shown as a function of the apparent crack length in
11. Although the time history profiles in Fig. 10 are similar, Fi
11 shows that the microstructures with regular particle arran
APRIL 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 185
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ments~A and B! exhibit somewhat higher levels of energy diss
pation than the microstructures with random particle arrangem
~C and D!. This indicates that regular particle arrangements r
resent more significant obstacles to crack propagation in term
energy dissipation per unit crack advancement in thex-direction.
In particular, microstructure A shows the highest level of ene
dissipation among A, B, and C.

4.2.3 Effects of Phase Size.The results in Fig. 5 show tha
crack path exhibits significant variations in microstructures w
the larger particle size. The variations at least partly come fr
the larger inter-particle spacing in microstructure D. The lar
particle size also causes the crack speed to vary significa
among samples of microstructure D. On the basis of energy
sipation per unit apparent crack length, Fig. 11 and Table 2 s
that the energy dissipation rate in microstructure C is higher t
that in microstructure D at the same value of apparent cr
length. This indicates that microstructure C with random distrib
tion of smaller particles has a higher fracture resistance than
crostructure D. The approximately 5–10% higher average en
release rate for microstructure C in Table 2 is primarily due to
more frequent perturbations from the smaller particles in mic
structure C.

4.2.4 Effects of Microstructural Anisotropy.Figures 6 and 7
also show that the crack growth in microstructures E and F
plays distinctive patterns, primarily because of their different p
ticle orientations. In microstructure E, the crack propagates al
a fairly straight path inside the matrix or along the interface
tween the phases with less chance of encountering hard part
In microstructure F, the crack path is more oscillatory due to
increased likelihood of encountering second phase obstacle

Fig. 13 Real microstructures A1–D1
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ticles. Crack initiation occurs at approximately 0.07–0.08ms in
microstructures A to E. However, crack initiation is at 0.095ms in
microstructure F, indicating significant retardation by the orien
tion of the particles. The higher resistance to crack growth
microstructure F is also reflected in the smaller crack length
lower crack speed seen for it in Fig. 9. In Fig. 12, the ene
dissipated per unit apparent crack length~called the ‘‘energy re-
lease rate’’ hereafter! is shown for all the microstructures analyze
so far. Both Figs. 11 and 12 show that microstructure F dem
strates clearly higher energy release rate than the other micros
tures. This is mainly due to the bridging effect of elongated p
ticles perpendicular to the direction of crack propagation.
contrast, microstructure E has an energy release rate similar to
of microstructure C.

4.3 Real Microstructures. Figure 13 shows one sample fo
each of the four types of real microstructures used in simulati
here. Four samples for each type are used~but not shown here! for
a quantification of the variations in results. Microstructures A a
C contain connected TiB2 in an Al2O3 matrix. On the other hand
microstructures B and D consist of TiB2 particles surrounded by
the Al2O3 phase. There is a significant difference in the size sca
of the phases among the four microstructures. The average li
intercept length for each of the phases is shown in Table 3
provide a parametric quantification of the size scales of these
crostructures.

4.3.1 Crack Growth and Damage Evolution.In order to ac-
count for the damage and fracture evolution in the four mic
structures, distributions of the damage parameter D and the m
mum principle stresssmax are obtained at different times. Th
results for microstructure sample D1 are discussed. As show
Fig. 14, contours of the damage parameter D at four times
used to facilitate visualization of damage evolution and crack
velopment. In addition, contours ofsmax are plotted in Fig. 15 to
show the evolution of near-tip stress field. The crack grows alo
a straight path into the matrix between small TiB2 particles and
then arrests when the crack tip impinges on a particle, F
14~a,b!. This particle represents a stronger obstacle to cr
growth due to its higher bulk and cohesive strengths. Afterwa
the crack circumvents the impeding particle through the sep
tion of particle/matrix interface. Part of the debonding proce
involves primarily local tangential~shear! displacement along the

Fig. 14 Damage evolution in microstructure D1
Table 3 Characterization of digitized Al 2O3 ÕTiB2 microstructures

Microstructure

Average
Intercept
Length of
TiB2 (mm)

Average
Intercept Length

of
Al2O3 (mm)

]F/]a (J/m)
~Strong

Interface!

]F/]a (J/m)
~Intermediate

Interface!
]F/]a (J/m)

~Weak interface!

A 5.06 10.3 58.7 52 55
B 2.43 5.88 59.2 55.5 54.5
C 11.31 24.77 51 49 46
D 3.09 8.17 58.2 50 54.6
Transactions of the ASME
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interface. Subsequent propagation is primarily through the ma
and interfaces between small particles and the matrix. Along w
the main crack propagation, micro-separation occurs in the f
of attempted crack branching as shown at 0.13ms in Fig. 14~c!.
However, the micro-separation fails to develop into a macro cr
branch and one main crack front exists, Figs. 14~d! and 15~d!.

The results in Figs. 14 and 15 show that the crack path
significantly influenced by the microstructural phase morpho
gies. Since fracture occurs primarily along phase boundaries
inside the matrix, crack path is highly dependent on the spec
phase morphology. For instance, for microstructures B and D,
crack paths demonstrate more oscillations than those for mi
structures A and C. This is because cracks are forced to propa
along the phase boundaries between relatively larger Al2O3 is-
lands and TiB2 networks.

4.3.2 Crack Length History. The time histories of apparen
crack length for the four microstructures are shown in Fig. 16. T
four different curves in each plot represent the results for the f
random samples of each microstructure. It can be seen tha
microstructural variations do not significantly influence the fra
ture initiation time under the conditions studied. The crack i
tiates at approximately 0.075ms in all the microstructures. Shor
periods of plateau are observed in Figs. 16~a,c!, indicating tempo-
rary arrests of the crack propagation due to impediments by h
particles. Obviously, the apparent crack velocities~the time rate of
change of apparent crack length! in microstructures B and D are
statistically higher than those for microstructures A and C, imp

Fig. 15 Contours of maximum principle stress smax „MPa… in
microstructure D1

Fig. 16 Time histories of apparent crack length in the four real
microstructures
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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ing faster crack propagation in microstructures that contain r
tively fine TiB2 phase dispersed in continuous Al2O3 matrix.

4.3.3 Energy Release Rate.Figure 17 shows the time histo
ries of energy dissipatedFd in the four microstructures. In orde
to compare the fracture resistance among the microstructuresFd
is also shown as functions of the apparent crack length in Fig.
The curves represent the average values ofFd for each micro-
structure. The error bars along the curves indicate the rang
values among the four random samples for each microstruct
Under the conditions given, the difference in energy release ra
within 15% among these microstructures. To facilitate compa
son, the average energy release rateḠ at an apparent crack lengt
of a5250mm is also plotted in Fig. 19 and listed in Table 3 as
function of the linear intercept length for TiB2 . Three different
levels of bonding strength~weak, intermediate and strong, see t

Fig. 17 Time histories of energy dissipated in the four real
microstructures

Fig. 18 Energy dissipated as a function of apparent crack
length in the four real microstructures
APRIL 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 187
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next section for more discussion! between the two phases a
considered. For the strong interface~Fig. 19~c!! microstructure B
has an average energy release rate of approximately 42 J/m.
value is about 10% higher than that for microstructure C. Mic
structure A has an average release rate of 40 J/m which is a
5% lower than that for microstructure B. Microstructure D has
average energy release rate about 4% higher than that for m
structure C. It can be seen that microstructures containing ev
distributed fine particles tend to have higher fracture resista
The error bars in Fig. 19 show that variations in the range
energy release rate decreases with the average intercept le
Among the four microstructures, microstructure C has rat
unique phase morphology. Experiments show that this microst
ture exhibits the lowest fracture resistance~cf. Logan @47#!. In-
deed, the calculated results here show the same trend as that
experiments. It appears that continuous and favorably orien
Al2O3 /TiB2 boundaries inherent in microstructure C allow crac
to propagate with relatively low hindrance and cause the frac
resistance to be lower in this microstructure compared with o
microstructures.

Fig. 19 Comparison of average energy release rate in the four
real microstructures with different interfacial bonding
strengths
188 Õ Vol. 126, APRIL 2004
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4.3.4 Effects of Different Interfacial Bonding Strengths.A
range of interfacial bonding strength values along the interf
between TiB2 and Al2O3 can arise from different processin
methods and conditions. It is very difficult to measure the int
facial bonding strength directly because of the small phase
and complicated phase morphologies. Therefore, a param
study of the effects of interfacial bonding strength is carried o
Three levels of interfacial bonding strength values with Tmax

interface

50.8Tmax
Al2O3, Tmax

interface5Tmax
Al2O3 and Tmax

interface51.2Tmax
Al2O3 are consid-

ered. These values represent weak, intermediate and strong
faces, respectively. Average energy release rates for the four
microstructures with the weak (Tmax

interface50.8Tmax
Al2O3), intermediate

(Tmax
interface5Tmax

Al2O3) and strong (Tmax
interface51.2Tmax

Al2O3) interfacial
bonding strengths at an apparent crack length ofa5250mm are
plotted as functions of linear intercept length of TiB2 in Figs.
19~a!, 19~b!, and 19~c!, respectively. The results demonstrate th
for all three levels of interfacial bonding strength, microstructu
B has the highest average energy release rate and microstruct
has the lowest. The differences among the energy release
levels for the four microstructures vary with interfacial bondin
strength. For instance, in the case of strong interfacial bond
strength (Tmax

interface51.2Tmax
Al2O3), the average energy release rate f

microstructure B is approximately 10% higher than that for m
crostructure C. However, in the case of the weakest interfa
bonding strength (Tmax

interface50.8Tmax
Al2O3), the average release rat

for microstructure B is approximately 20% higher than that
microstructure C. These results also reflect an enhancing influe
of microstructure on fracture resistance as the interfacial bond
strength decreases.

In order to decouple the effects of interfacial bonding stren
and microstructure variation, an analysis is carried out on mic
structure D at different levels of interfacial bonding strength. F
different levels of interfacial bonding strength are chosen. Fr
the proportional relationship between the surface energyF and
the maximum cohesive strengthTmax, we know that the five lev-
els of interfacial bonding strength correspond to five levels
surface energy of interfaceF i , whereF i , FA , andFT denote
the cohesive energy of interfaces, Al2O3 and TiB2 phases, respec
tively. The first two levels represent strong bonding between
phases. These levels are chosen to be the same as that of Ti2 or
Al2O3 , i.e., Tmax

interface5Tmax
TiB2 (F i5FT) or Tmax

interface5Tmax
Al2O3 (F i

5FA). The third level ofTmax
interface is chosen as half of that o

Al2O3 , i.e., Tmax
interface50.5Tmax

Al2O3 (F i51/2FA). This level is in-
tended to represent a somewhat weaker bo
ing between the phases. The fourth and fifth levels ofTmax

interface

are designed to represent relatively weaker interfaces w
Tmax

interface50.25Tmax
Al2O3 (F i51/4FA) and Tmax

interface50.1Tmax
Al2O3 (F i

51/10FA), respectively.

4.3.4.1 Time history of crack length.Figures 20~a! and ~b!
show the time histories of cumulative crack lengths in the Al2O3
phase and along the interfaces between Al2O3 and TiB2 , respec-
tively. The results for the crack length in TiB2 are not shown in
the figure since fracture in this phase is negligible. The profi
show the crack initiation att50.072ms for all the cases. The
mode of failure dramatically influences the distribution of cra
length in different phases. Clearly, the crack length along the
terfaces gradually increases with decreasing interfacial bond
strength. Upon transition of the failure mode from main cra
propagation as in the cases ofTmax

interface5Tmax
TiB2, Tmax

interface5Tmax
Al2O3

andTmax
interface50.5Tmax

Al2O3 to microcrack nucleation as in the cases

Tmax
interface50.25Tmax

Al2O3 and Tmax
interface50.1Tmax

Al2O3, the crack length
along the interfaces increases significantly. This dramatic incre
is due to simultaneous formation of microcracks along multi
weak interfaces.
Transactions of the ASME
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4.3.4.2 Time history of energy dissipated.Figure 21 shows
the evolution of energy dissipatedFd for microstructure D. The
initial macroscopic crack begins to grow at about 0.07ms and
extends along the interface in the microstructure. The nuclea
and coalescence of microcracks takes place shortly after the c

Fig. 20 Comparison of crack length histories in microstruc-
ture D with different interfacial bonding strenghts

Fig. 21 Time histories of energy dissipated for microstructure
D with different interfacial bonding strengths
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
tion
rack

starts to grow. Clearly, the energy dissipated increases with
creasing interfacial bonding strength. Under the conditions a
lyzed, simultaneous formation of microcracks and their coal
cence allow more energy to be dissipated in composites with w
interfacial bonding strengths than in composites with strong in
facial bonding strengths. Note that in the cases ofTmax

interface

50.25Tmax
Al2O3, andTmax

interface50.1Tmax
Al2O3, the rate of increase of en

ergy dissipatedFd becomes lower at aboutt50.12ms. This cor-
responds to a shift of cracking toward the interface and away fr
the matrix. Note that the work of separation for interfaces is mu
lower than that for Al2O3 and TiB2 .

4.3.5 Effect of Loading Rate.Loading rate has a clear im
pact on dynamic behavior of materials, primarily due to the in
tial effect. Experiments conducted by Ravi-Chandar and Kna
@57–60# revealed many characteristics of dynamic fracture un
different loading rates. In particular, they found that the dynam
fracture toughness increases when a crack accelerates. This
becomes more significant at higher loading rates. An apparent
of a unique relation between stress intensity factor and crack
velocity at high crack velocities was also observed in their exp
ments. Johnson@56# employed a cell model to study dynam
crack propagation in homogeneous materials by taking into
count the evolution of crack tip process regions. His results f

Fig. 22 Comparison of energy dissipated and energy release
rate for different loading rates
APRIL 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 189
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ther explain that dynamic fracture toughness is not a unique fu
tion of crack velocity at high crack velocities, but is als
dependent on crack acceleration. It is of great interest to study
interaction between microstructure and loading rate effects. M
tiple length scales in a microstructure give rise to more com
cated interactions under dynamic loading. Crack tip instabilit
including deflection and branching, can arise form the combi
influence of microstructure and higher loading rates.

Different loading rates are achieved by varying the bound
velocity imposed on the upper and the lower surfaces of sp
men. Three boundary velocitiesV151 m/s, V252 m/s andV3
54 m/s result in input stress waves with magnitudes ranging fr
approximately 8 MPa to 32 MPa. Microstructure D is used. Fig
22 shows the energy dissipated as a function of the time
apparent crack length for different loading rates. Clearly, the
erage energy release rate increases with loading rate, indic
more extensive damage at higher stress levels arising from hi
loading rates. This trend becomes more significant as the c
length increases. Since crack acceleration is found to incre
with loading rate in the calculations here~not shown!, this result
echoes the findings of Ravi-Chandar and Knauss@57–60# and
Johnson@56# in that the energy release rate is not just a function
crack velocity, it also depends on crack acceleration.

5 Concluding Remarks
The failure of Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic composites due to fractu

under dynamic loading is analyzed. The framework of analy
uses the CFEM with a bilinear cohesive law. Analyses are car
out using idealized phase morphologies as well as the mi
graphs of real microstructures produced by Logan@47#. These
microstructures are used to investigate the effects of phase
rangement, phase size, and phase shape on damage and fr
evolution. The results demonstrate that microscopic phase d
bution and phase size scale significantly influence the frac
behavior. For the idealized microstructures containing circu
particles, the microstructures with orderly arranged particles d
onstrate higher fracture resistance than the microstructures
randomly arranged particles. The particle size also has signifi
influence on the fracture resistance of the microstructures.
found that microstructures with fine particles show higher fract
resistance than those with larger particles. The orientat
dependence of the fracture resistance is also investigated thr
the consideration of second phase elliptical inclusions. When
crack path is perpendicular to the major axis of elliptical particl
the fracture resistance of the microstructures is consider
higher as compared with the case with the crack path being
allel to the major axis.

A significant variation in the average energy release rate is
served among the four different microstructures of act
Al2O3 /TiB2 ceramic composites. Microstructures with evenly d
tributed finer particles are found to yield higher fracture res
tance. Calculations show that failure mode is significantly infl
enced by the interfacial bonding strength between the pha
When weak interfacial bonding exists, microcrack initiation a
growth is the principal mode of failure. Whereas when stro
interfacial strength is derived from material processing, the
vancement of a dominant crack and crack branching are obse
Under the conditions studied, the simultaneous formation of
crocracks and their coalescence in a material with weak interfa
bonding allow more energy to be dissipated than in a mate
with strong interfacial bonding. The results also show that
damage evolution, crack growth and energy release rate
strongly dependent on loading rate. Due to the inertial effect,
energy release rate increases with loading rate. These finding
in good agreement with experimental results reported by R
Chandar and Knauss@57–60# and Logan@47#. Additionally, the
general trends in the behavior of the Al2O3 /TiB2 composites seen
here are consistent with the experimental findings of Keller a
Zhou @61#.
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Finally, we point out that this study does not account for t
stochastic variations of bulk and interfacial properties in each
the constituents and along the interphase interfaces in the m
structures. Such an analyses has been carried out and report
Tomar and Zhou@54–55#. The study there uses a second ord
perturbation analysis to systematically characterize the effect
material property variations on fracture process and fracture re
tance. A deterministic analysis and a stochastic analysis are
grated and carried out simultaneously. The benefit is that both
explicit fracture outcome and the range of variation of the o
come in terms of crack length, crack speed, and fracture resist
are obtained.
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